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Abstract
Law enforcement agencies across the United States have begun to focus on innovative knowledge management
technologies to aid in the analysis of criminal information. The use of such technologies can serve as
intelligence tools to combat criminal activity by aiding in case investigation or even by predicting criminal
activity. Funded by the National Institute of Justice, the University of Arizona’s Artificial Intelligence Lab has
teamed with the Tucson Police Department (TPD) to develop the Coplink Concept Space application, which
serves to uncover relationships between different types of information currently existing in TPD’s records
management system. A small-scale field study involving real law enforcement personnel indicates that the use
of Coplink Concept Space can reduce the time spent on the investigative task of linking criminal information
as well as provide strong arguments for expanded development of similar knowledge management systems in
support of law enforcement.

1. INTRODUCTION
The development of information technologies during the past few years has enabled many organizations to improve both the
understanding and the dissemination of information. The development of powerful databases allows information to be organized
in a manner that improves access to it, increases speed of retrieval, and expands searching flexibility. Furthermore, the Internet
now provides a vehicle for the sharing of information across geographical distance that encourages collaboration between people
and organizations.
Law enforcement agencies across the United States have begun to adopt innovative knowledge management technologies to aid
in the management of criminal information. Such technologies can serve as intelligencetools to combat criminal activity by aiding
in case investigationor even predicting criminal activity. In this research project we developed and evaluated one such knowledge
management tool in the context of real-life criminal investigation by real law enforcers, fully acknowledging that many issues as
well as obstacles must be addressed to ensure the successful deployment of this and similar information technologies.

1.1 Law Enforcement Technology Problems
Several issues combine to play a part in the utilization of information tools in law enforcement agencies.

1.1.1 Access to Information
Although much information exists, law enforcers often find it difficult to retrieve information fkom their sources. Because time
can be a crucial factor in the completion of an investigation, ready access to information is critical. Obstacles to acquiring
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infxmation in a timely manner can include restricted access to some systems for certain types of officers,ar even I n q wa$
for query returns. Atthough a dettertih'va m y require information acquisition within t h to 40 hours in mi time, he nr sfit
actually have to wait a $w weeks to a month to receive data. Similtrrly, at "y agzmcies, HXWC "tE&ccess to t
e
multimedia databases is not currently available (Tucson Police Department 1997a).
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Interface

One important aspect of information technology for law enforcement is its ability to be used at the different levels wi
organization. For example, support is needed for quick, street-level problems as well as for in-depth, lengthy invest;
(Lingerfelt 1997). Given a vast range of functional needs and user abilities, an area of Emptttanse is the de5ip1d t h c Cntc
Although some departments are turning to use of graphical user interfaces, many local law enforcemmflt:sgcrrcies use text-hawj,
front-end interfaces with their current database systems.. Navigadosn h u g h hew system is riftten dificuh and the WEIT,
[hesy.5ten-1commands counrerirttuitive. Despite the pwseme o f much whl fitncthnnrlily, ir: s ~ m that
s ver;u few users 3re abfc
actually to operate the functions. And because many inkrhacw are E s i i c t t d to tcutual i n f o r m n t h multimedia information such
as mug shots and video clips cannot be incorporated and accessed.
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Knowledge Management

The general area of knowledge management (KM) has attracted an enormous amount of attention in recent years. 41though it h
been m
~ defined,
~ it is~evident~ t l m knowledge
y
management exists at;rkte mnrqrix Imutl [see Davenpoe and P m k 1WE)
and is quite distinct from mere information (e.g., see Davenport and Prusak 1998; Nonaka 1994; Teece 1998). Alm a p p a m in
this area are the challenges that knowledge management poses to an organization. In addition to k i n g difficult to mmqq
knowledge traditionally has been stored on paper or in the minds of people (Davenport 1995; O'Leary 1998). 'The KM problem
facing many firms stem from km'ers fa EICC~SS and utilizaticsn resulting fmn the content and h m a t dirtfnrm31ian (Jones a r '
Jordan 1998; Rouse, Thomas and Boff 1998). These problems make knowledge management acquisition and intqretatior
complex and daunting process. N~rthheless,k n o w k d q e m p m e n t infomation technologies have beendcveioped h a numt:
of different applications, such as virtual enterprising (see Chen, Liao and Prasad 1998), joint v e n t " (SIZE lrrkppn and Din
1998), and aerospace engineering (see Jones and Jordan 1998).
The same problems of knowledge management exist at the specialized organizations of law enforcement. Many rem
managcmentsyikm for bwenf0rcmentsgendm contain a large m w t ofdata for each cnse or incidmt, but ahhaugh dmta ma?
be available, they are not available in a form that makes them useful for higher level processing. For example, the Ida1
knowledge management system shauld be able to pmvide h h m t h n 3 h ~ tproblems
t
h a t have not k e n identified pmvioudv,
and thus be able to give innovative and creative support for new investigations. The convmion o f informahn to h o w l d g e h
an important concem for law enforcement agencies. idormarion is B p d u m t h t is designed with a purpse in mind, wh!k data
serve as the ingredients inthis product (Sparrow 1991). F u d ~ e m maddressing
,
the conversion a f infomafmn 20 wefwl mnd
easily understandable knowledge is a powerfbl aspect of knowledge management that has thus far h
e
r
a missin:g From most If
enforcement information systems.

1.2 TPD IT Problem and Direction
The Tucson Police Department (TPD) recently evaluated the status of its information technology. Havingconcluded h r all of
the problems mentioned currently exist in the organization, the department agreed to pwicipae in research TO investigate i
h
potential of current state-of-the-art, near-term, and cost-effective database, Intm.net, and multimedia technologies to nrakE
computer justice information database integration, management, and access more effective (Tucson Police Department, 1 WpTb),
Althcqh the scope ofthis projM !ncludas a mlalhiihel dtvelapmnt plan on different inhrmationrechnol@es, l.he f m cnftht
research reported here is on the improvement of criminal incident information retrieval. The first step in this process WE the
evaluation of TPD's current Records Management System (RMS).
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nemain database at TPD is the Records Management System (RMS), which stores a wide variety of data, including
case domation and incident information from calls for service recorded from the Department’s Computer-AidedDispatch(CAD)
system. WS is a text-based system that is accessed using V u terminals stationed in many offices in the main headquarters as
well a at many substations located around the city.
Similarly to systems described previously, Rh4S has many problems pertaining to its interface, access to information and lack of
bowledge management. Although users are able to search on name queries, location queries, vehicle queries, etc., they are not
&le to search for multiple types of fields at one time. In addition, users of RMS complain that, depending on the type ofquery,
ms can take from a few minutes to a few hours to retum its results.

1.4 Current TPD Knowledge Management Practice
A basic task for detectives and crime analysts at TPD is to create knowledge from information. In this case, information is made
up of approximately 1.5 million criminal case reports, containing details from criminal events dating back to 1986. Tacit
bowledge has also been described as the means through which new knowledge is generated (Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995) as well
as the practical knowledge used to perform a task (Polanyi 1962). It is tacit knowledge that is used as investigators try to tie

together information to solve cases and crimes. This ability to combine information to create knowledge is often hampered by the
mount of information that exists.
fie purpose of this paper is to explore the development of a knowledge management system that can provide the functionality
of intelligence analysis that currently does not exist in the RMS system. This system is designed to serve as a type of knowledge
tool that works toward the same purpose as current tacit knowledge practices of crime analysts and detectives and has been
evaluated in a real life context. Its findings also are discussed.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW: USE OF IT AND AI IN LAW ENFORCEMENT
A number of applications that take advantage of various information technologies for law enforcement purposes currently exist.
As the number ofagencies that utilize these types oftechnologies is growing, the development ofuseful artificial intelligence tools

continues to progress. And because there are many uses of databases, intelligence analysis and other technologies, the potential
uses for these types of technologies have yet to be fully explored.

2.1 Database Technologies
Database technology plays an important role in the management of information for a police department. Previous research has
detailed the use of database technology to allow for the organization of information in a form that can be easily searched by
officersand other employees in a police department (Hoogeveen and van der Meer 1994; Lewis 1993; Lingerfelt 1997; Miller
1996; Schellenberg 1997; Wilcox 1997). The use of relational database systems for crime-specific cases, such as gang-related
incidents, and serious crimes, such as homicide, aggravated assault, and sexual crimes, has proved to be highly effective
(Fazlollahi and Gordon 1993; Pliant 1996; Wilcox 1997). The use of databases in these criminal areas is often targeted because
it allows for a manageable amount of information to be entered into the database and, in addition, can combine information that
may normally exist in neighboring police districts.

2.2 Intelligence Analysis for Criminal Data
Solving problems by analyzing and generalizing current criminal records is a function of the daily routine of many crime analysts
and detectives. The amount of information that these investigators must analyze is often overwhelming, a phenomenon often
17
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r e f e d to as “information overload” (Blair and Maron 19E5)+ P ” t irikllgtmc tools can bF wfhl in lfte mdysfs ofa?mi[Qbk
criminal records and aid in the investigation of current cases by alleviating the crime analysts’ infomarion overload and Mucin
information search time.
There are currently a number of systems that serve as intelligence analysis tools for law enforcement. Many mhtc@ese
neml nerworh to solve prablems by bwehping associatiom between informafi.onob+.s a d king bained to solre p r o b l m
by comparing known objects with unknown objects. Some applications utilize visualization and time analysis to examlnc
information. For example, rhe Timeline Analysis Sysrem (TAS) can hdp analye vemdly ewmiw hrge “ n t 5 ofinhmijm
by illustrating cause-and-effect relationships. This qsxm papfiically dqim ~Iat~onships
found in the dah. mulling in tsws
or patterns (Pliant 1996). Expert systems that ernploy rule-based infflmation have also h e n devehped 70 assist ~nh w l e q +
intensive activities (Bowen 1994; Brahan et al. 1998). These systems attempt to aid in infm”tion retrieval by d m w q upan
human heuristics or rules and procedures to investigate tasks.
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3. APPROACH
The University n€Anzom has refined m mmelligence analysis

technique to help improve the organmtirmn and megorizahon of
information, resulting in the reduction of user information overload and therefore in more efficient searching. This krruwlrdge
management apprwaeh m
kesta use h f o m r i o n to create underlying comcniom and rehdonships chat m lead 10 h e gencrarion
of new knowledge. This technique is based on an automatically generated thesaurus or concept space.

3.1 Concept Space for Intelligence Analysis
The concept space algorithm automatically computes the strength of relationships between each possible pair o f m n w
descriptors identified in a document collection. It is important to note that this concept is not a novel technique. For cstamplq
the use of similarity functions and ranking procedures for information retrieval was found to be both effective and efficienr
(Noreault, Koll and McGill 1977). For a mom exrewive w f e w of our vkatition .of this algolilhm. =e Chen and Lynch \ 9921,
Chen and Ng (1995), and Chen et al. (1995). Whar makes this research different from previos work is hat WE have refined and
applied the concept space to the specific data set and the information retrieval application to law enforcement. The p m m of
creating the concept space for the Coplink application can be summarized as follows.
Document collection. A collection of 1.5 millien c r k m d reports
~ ~ from h
h
em
t IT’D sesords managernenrsy5km
that span a time frame from 1990 to August 1997 constituted the document records in this analysis. From previatu wr
requirement analysis, six information fields from the database were deemed relevant for co-occurrence analysis.
Co-occurrence analysis. Co-occurrence analysis, a basic technique dating back to the 1960s (see Van Rijsbergen 1yTn;
creates a concept space that is a graph of concepts. In addition, c w t m n c e m l y s i s uses simiI&y and dustering fitnmiti0~1
(Chen and Lynch 1992) to weight relationships between all possible pairs of concepts. This rref-likd concept space holds d!
possible associations between objects, which means that all existing links between every pair o l c m q is~ retained srd
ranked.
Associative retrieval. When a search term is entered into the concept space user interface, the qstem r e t ” B list of&
occurred terms for user analysis. In the Coplink Concept Space, the asmciated t c m are presenrd usmg multiple dordered lists in a tabular format. The six tabular columns represent the six infomadan fields wed in h e rm-~ccurrem
analysis. The me ofa khularfumat meam t i d t e r s m d z a t i a n wd -uismlizariond t h e reaieved infoma tion by dlmiq
oficers to target the information fieldtype that they want.

3.2 System and Interface
In the application of concept space to the collection of TPD case records, a number of modifications were employed. Tabh 1
provides more detail on the concept space data analysis. An isnportmt “Mcatinn WE the idenrificatim o f certain fields h
analysis. This included both fields that can be used as search terms and fields that are returned by the system. The m1atimhiPS
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Table 1. Details on Concept Space Analysis

3.2.I

Field Identlfjcation

In criminal investigations, an officer can acquire information leads that fall into a number of different categories and work
together to create the “story” that describes the crime. In the categorization of case reports, we chose to break down the search
terms into six search objects: person, address, organizationhusiness, vehicle, crime type, and weapon. These objects contain
information that is currently being stored in fields of the records management system at TPD. A user can choose to enter up to
four objects in any combination to begin a search.
The different objects contain specific elemental data. For example, the name object contains last name, first name, and middle
initial. The majority ofaddresses use a street number, street name, street type (e.g., Rd, St, Av), and apartment number. The crime
type identifies the type of crime committed in accordance to the standard FBI classification system that is used in the United
States. Vehicle information contains a number of possible fields, including the make, model, type, year, color, and license plate
number. Users are able to search on any combination of these elements and across different fields. By employing different search
objects, officers are able to easily search by the specific type of information that he/she has available.

Relationship Identification
The purpose of this search tool is to discover relationships between the different search terms or objects. It is not only important
to know that there is a relationship, but it is also important to know what the relationship between objects is. Figures 1 through 3
illustrate a sample scenario using the concept space tool, which provides a detailed description of how relationships can be
identified, given that the officer has a limited amount of information.‘
Scenario.

Robbery at a local convenience store. Night store clerk only remembers that the suspect drove
away in a white pickup truck.

‘Dueto its sensitive nature, the actual information shown in these scenarios has been altered.
19
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Figure 1. Coplink Concept Space Input Screen

Using Coplink Concept Space, officers are able to input any type of information object as a search term. For
our scenario, the investigator can generate a lead given the type of crime and the use of a white pickup truck.
This figure shows the input screen in which the investigator has entered the crime type 0303 (robbery of a
service station) and white pickup truck.
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Figure 2. Concept Space View

After entering the two pieces of information, the Concept Space for the query is returned. Note that the Concept
Space returns elements for each of the six information object types. Under the person type,the concept space
has determined that there are entries that are associated with the crime type as well as the vehicle type. The
resulting output contains lists for each of the search objects, all of which are somehow associated with the
search terms entered by the user. In the output screen, the interface is designed such that each entry returned
refers to the input object(s) with which it is associated. In addition, for queries that use multiple entries, the
return entries for each object type that are associated with the greatest number of input search terms are those
above the colored bar. The corresponding letter(s) in parentheses after each output term indicate the exact
search object that was found to be associated with each output term. This allows the officer to understand how
the output terms are related to each of the search terms entered.
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Figure 3. Detailed Document View

Wanting to know more about this similar past case, the investigator chooses to view more detailed documents
about the prior crime that are associated with the entered information. These documents contain the specific
case number information, all persons involved in the case, the crime type, the location of the incident, vehicles
involved, and weapons information.

4. RESEARCH DESIGN
In order to evaluate the usefulness and the usability of the concept space in a law enforcement setting, we conducted a study tu
determine the feasibility of this intelligence analysis tool in real life criminal investigations.

4.1 Research Strategy: Field Experiment

I

The we o f thc field exprriment FEEBFC~ m t q y allow " c h e s s to engage in irwwigativ-zaaivities that cm "mkEv
issues that cannot be acquired in the unrealistic confines of a laboratory. T h e Caplink Concept Space ICs) h"itself to thk
method of inquiry in many different ways. The use of Coplink CS is environment dependent. Inorder to be able to i t r C ~ f E X

'
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validity ofthe findings, we need to be able to evaluate the system in real-life situations. Also, given the actual application
of histool in doing their jobs, we wanted to give the officers the ability to test the application's functionality on current tasks and
cases. Finally in dealing with the law enfO"!nt
field, we were confronted with an environment where we were unable to
total control while demonstrating the value of the technology by aiding in the investigation of authentic police cases.

4.2 Esperimental Design
of this research was to understand the effects that Coplink CS can have in law enforcement investigation and work
The
practices. m e interesting research questions that served as the focus for this study were:
Can Coplink CS lead to increasedproductivity? One hypothesis was that Coplink CS has potential
to increase productivity by decreasing the amount of time required per search session. Each
participant was asked to do at least one direct comparison between R M S and Coplink CS; qualitative
data analysis collected from the journals and interviews was used compare the amount of time spent
on each system.
How is Coplink CS useful? One goal of this study was to undercover the area or tasks in which
Coplink CS, as a previously unavailable knowledge management tool, would be useful as well as tasks
for which Coplink CS was not useful.
m e r e should wefocus our eforts forfuture development of Coplink CS? As a user-centered design
effort, it is necessary that we continuously draw upon user evaluation to guide future endeavors. By
taking into consideration feedback from the subjects, we hoped to establish and prioritize the course
of action for continuing development of Coplink CS.
Subjects. For this study, the specific group from TPD targeted to participate was made up of crime analysts, who investigate
high-profile cases as well as create statistical reports on criminal activities. The analysts are the department's most technology
savvy user group and are accustomed to using a number of different 'data sources. Eleven crime analysts and one homicide
detective from TPD were asked to participate in the study. The detective was also experienced in using a number of different
technologies.
Data collection method. The data collection methods employed in this study included documentation, interviews, and direct
observation by both the researcher and a TPD officer working on the Coplink project. Documentation consisted ofjournals
kept by each subject detailing actual search experiences. In-depth, structured interviewsand direct observations were utilized
in one pretest and at multiple post-test sessions. Due to the difficulty of recording actual times of searches, participants'
reported time spent per search was used in comparing times spent addressing RQ1 for both the Coplink CS and the RMS
systems. In addition, qualitative data analysis was focused on thematic or pattem matching of findings and anecdotal data
(RQ2 and RQ3).
Experimental procedures. A longitudinal design was used to evaluate the Coplink Concept Space application. Prior to
exposure to Coplink CS, initial background structured interviews were conducted with the participants. For one week after
this session, participants were asked to keep a journal documenting their search experiences on their current records
management system. At the conclusion of this week, participants underwent a brief demonstration of the Coplink Concept
Space and a training session in its use, after which they were asked to briefly evaluate the fhctionality of the system as well
as how it compared with their current records management system. After the participants were shown the basic functionality
of the application and were able to work through a number of trials, they were asked to use Coplink CS for a four-week
period. During this time period, participants were again asked to complete journal entries on searches that they conducted
using Coplink CS, after which we concluded the study with final in-depth interviews.

5. RESULTS
The results of the TPD Concept Space study are quite supportive of its use in investigative law enforcement as a knowledge
management application. In addition, results also uncovered a number of important issues that need to be addressed in future
23
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development efforts. P&CipantS' logs Of usage show that Coplink CS was utilized in 37 queries (732minutes). A maj
he participants' feedback can be categorized into one of two general areas: task analysis and interface analysis. From a
analysis of joumal logs and interview data, we were able to address each of the research questions underlying this stud

5.1 Task Analysis
From the joumals and interviews, we were able to build a taxonomy oftask types in which participants were engaged while usi
h e Coplink Concept Space. Specificallyaddressing RQ2,the evaluation of tasks allows us to understand the strengths of CopIi
Concept Space and the particular tasks that leverage those strengths.

5.1.1

Link Analysis

Panicipants indicated that Concept Spce 5ewe3 ;IS a powerhl tml for aquirhg inhmarIon and menthmed its ahilip to
determine the l i n k betwen people, places, vehicles wrd other objm types BS invaluable in investigating3 CWF, T h e impact osf
such link analysis upon investigative W k is ctucjal 10 the building o r c a t s . Assigned to investjgme a &me, an o f h r can D R I ~
hope to get enough infi"tian To provide 8. l e d with which hdshe can be@ working. Too many w c s have to be c k m d du&
tn the lzck afinkmiation or inability ro tie together infmnalinn data existing E ~ S F W ~ in
~ Rthe: records management system.
Concept Space manages all h e data in the records system in such B way that it m be wed as h o w l p d p that tells a smty a h
the su.-pcct.
Link analysis can he dacfibed EE being one of three types: d i m t t y linkjng known infmnatim, indireetty l i d i r r p
k n ~ w
infomation, and linking w h o m infomuion,

r'
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5.2 Interface Analysis
In h e development of an interface, it was our goal to design Coplink CS in an intuitive manner that fosters interaction. ln general,
felt that the web-based interface of the Coplink Concept Space was engaging and quite easy to use. The use of color to
delineate the different object types and the LEXof browser navigation tools provided the officers with a more intuitive interface
than the text-based R M S system. Additionally, the ability to have results returned as either the concept space Or brief;/detailed
documents allows users to specify the type of information that they seek according to their need. Participants reported that the
data fields chosen for the Concept Space embody the basic necessary information for an investigation. They also reported that
the separation between different fields in the output was very effective in encouraging easy comprehension of the information.
More specifically, a number of interface-specificcomments emerged from the data collected from the interviews and journals that
indicate that use of Coplink Concept Space can lead to increased productivity (RQ1) as defined by reduction in time spent per
search.

5.2.1

Time Issue

perhaps one of the most crucial aspects of the use of Coplink Concept Space in law enforcement is its speed. As one of our
participants explained, identifying a suspect between 48 to 72 hours after a crime is difficult. Beyond this time frame, a suspect
is able to destroy evidence that may tie hidher to the crime or change hidher appearance to avoid identification. Witnesdvictim
memory of the suspect's appearance also fades within this period. Identification of the suspect ideally should occur within 48
hours of the crime, making establishing usefir1 links for identifying and locating the suspect a crucial step.
Through the journals and interview sessions, each participant was asked to report the time it took to complete at least one
particular search task using both RMS and Coplink CS. Table 2 illustrates the reported times for each of the 15 searches using
both systems. From participants' reports, we found that in direct comparison of I5 searches, use of Coplink Concept Space
resulted in an average of about 30 minutes per search. A t-test analysis of the times reported indicated that, although the
differencesbetween search time for R M S and for Coplink Concept Space were not statistically significant (15%), review of other
qualitative data from the journals and interviews indicated that subjects reported much quicker response to a query from Coplink
CS.The reasons for this reported efficiency fall into two categories.
Multiple search entries. The Coplink Concept Space allows for the entry of multiple search terms. In the current R M S
system, this search capability is not possible, forcing an officer to conduct a number of single searches, then manually
compare them. This adds at least a few more hours of work.* The Concept Space is able to conduct the same query utilizing
multiple search terms within seconds.
Query expansion. As discussed previously, users are able to add to the search any terms returned from the concept space.
This point-and-click action to add any number of search terms allows users to expand searchesquickly and easily. Being able
to append terms to the search and rerunning the search allow officers to explore more searches in a shorter amount to time.
In addition, users could also view concept spaces or documents on singular terms returned from previous searches without
having to actually type in the query.

Search #:
RMS( minutes)
, CS(minutas;)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 0 1 1 1 2

1314

15

120
10

45
30

15
15

20
5

60
60

30
20

10
5

12

10

10

7

5

3

30 15
20. 3

300
60

I

~

20 20
10. 10

'This was indeed the case for the searches with a large difference in Concept Space and R M S reported time (Le., search # I and search
Table 2).
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